# Theme School Transportation Sheet

**If your child's Theme School is:**  
**C.A. FROST ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE ACADEMY (K-5TH)**  
- Campus Elementary  
- Congress Elementary  
- Martin Luther King Academy  
- East Leonard  
- Dickinson School  
- Harrison Park  
- Shawmut Hills Elementary  
- Sibley Elementary  
- Stocking Elementary

**If your child's Theme School is:**  
**COIT CREATIVE ARTS ACADEMY (K-5TH)**  
- Campus Elementary  
- Congress Elementary  
- East Leonard  
- Kent Hills Elementary  
- Harrison Park  
- Martin Luther King Academy  
- GR Montessori (at neighborhood stops only) within the boundaries

**If your child's Theme School is:**  
**GERALD R. FORD ACADEMIC CENTER (K-8TH)**  
- Brookside Elementary  
- Campus Elementary  
- Cesar E. Chavez  
- Congress Elementary  
- Martin Luther King Academy  
- Mulick Park School  
- Sherwood (at neighborhood stops only) within the boundaries

**If your child's Theme School is:**  
**GRAND RAPIDS MONTESSORI (K-6TH)**  
- Buchanan Elementary  
- Campus Elementary  
- Congress Elementary  
- Dickinson School  
- Martin Luther King Academy  
- Mulick Park School

**If your child's Theme School is:**  
**NORTH PARK MONTESSORI (K-8TH)**  
- Aberdeen School  
- Congress Elementary  
- East Leonard  
- Harrison Park  
- Kent Hills Elementary  
- Palmer Elementary  
- Stocking Elementary  
- Coit (at neighborhood stops only) within the boundaries

**If your child's Theme School is:**  
**RIDGEMOOR PARK MONTESSORI (K-6TH)**  
- Brookside Elementary  
- Buchanan Elementary  
- Burton Elementary  
- Cesar E. Chavez  
- Ken-O-Sha Elementary  
- Martin Luther King Academy  
- Mulick Park

**If your child's Theme School is:**  
**SHERWOOD PARK GLOBAL STUDIES ACADEMY (K-8TH)**  
- Buchanan Elementary  
- Burton Elementary  
- Brookside Elementary  
- Campus Elementary  
- Cesar E. Chavez  
- Dickinson School  
- Ken-O-Sha Elementary  
- Mulick Park

**If your child's Theme School is:**  
**SOUTHWEST COMMUNITY CAMPUS (K-8TH)**  
- Buchanan Elementary  
- Burton Elementary  
- Congress Elementary  
- Campus Elementary  
- Cesar E. Chavez  
- GR Montessori (at neighborhood stops only) within the boundaries  
- Coit (at neighborhood stops only) within the boundaries

Transportation regions can vary for each Theme School. Pick-up will be at an attendance area school within the specified region. Drop-off will be at a neighborhood bus stop within that specified region. If your child lives within the attendance area of his/her Theme School and lives more than one (1) mile from the school, he/she will be picked up at a local pick-up spot.
### Theme School Transportation Sheet

**If your child’s Theme School is:**
**Blandford School, John Ball Zoo School. GR Museum School**

Students will be picked up at a comprehensive middle school:

- Alger Middle
- Burton Middle
- Riverside Middle
- Westwood Middle

In the **A.M.**, if students live more than 1.5 miles from their neighborhood middle school, they will ride in with the neighborhood middle school students and then transfer to their school.

In the **P.M.**, students will be shuttled to Westwood Middle and then be delivered to a neighborhood bus stop within .5 miles.

**If your child’s Theme School is:**
**City Middle or Center for Economicology**

Students will be picked up at a comprehensive middle school:

- Alger Middle
- Burton Middle
- Riverside Middle
- Westwood Middle

In the **A.M.**, if students live more than 1.5 miles from their neighborhood middle school, they will ride in with the neighborhood middle school students and then transfer to the City Middle shuttle bus.

In the **P.M.**, students are shuttled to a designated elementary school and transported onto a neighborhood stop if they live more than 1.0 miles from the elementary school.

**If your child’s Theme School is:**
**CA Frost (6th-8th)**

In the **A.M.**, students ride to a neighborhood middle school and transfer to a shuttle bus to CA Frost. Must be 1.5 miles from the school.

**Alger Middle** is your assigned middle school if your neighborhood school is:

- Campus Elementary
- Congress Elementary
- Martin Luther King Academy
- Dickinson

**Riverside Middle** is your assigned middle school if your neighborhood school is:

- East Leonard Elementary
- Martin Luther King Academy

**Westwood Middle** is your assigned middle school if your neighborhood school is:

- Harrison Park
- Shawmut Hills Elementary
- Sibley Elementary
- Stocking Elementary

In the **P.M.**, students will be shuttled to Westwood Middle and ride back to their neighborhood, using stops within theme boundaries.

**If your child’s Theme School is:**
**GR Montessori (7th-8th)**

In the **A.M.**, students are picked up at a corner stop within the boundaries of the schools listed below:

- Buchanan Elementary
- Campus Elementary
- Congress Elementary
- Dickinson School
- Martin Luther King Academy
- Mulick Park

In the **P.M.**, students are shuttled to City Middle and ride the busses to neighborhood feeder schools or neighborhood stops if they live more than 1.0 miles from the Elementary buildings.

Transportation is **not** provided for middle school students attending **Grand Rapids University Preparatory Academy**.